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Satcom-on-the-move 

A Terminal Engineered to Sing 

Introduction 
 

Mobile communications is continuing to surge in growth, driven by two key factors – customers' need 

for greater throughput to support ever more demanding multimedia user expectations, and their desire 

to communicate anywhere, anytime. In remote regions of the world, communications can often only be 

delivered by wireless solutions, and true untethered access while on the move can only be delivered by 

satellite at frequencies high enough to support broadband data streams. 

EM Solutions has addressed this need by developing a precision engineered satcom-on-the-move 

terminal that provides continuous link availability even under the most rugged motion conditions, all 

while delivering multi-megabit per second data throughput at Ka-band frequencies. 

Design approach and technology 
 

System specification 

Although on-the-move terminals are not new, using them at broadband data rates is.  

On any system, data rate is principally limited by two factors: available bandwidth, and receiver 

sensitivity (and/or transmitter power).  

The first constraint can be overcome by using Ka-band frequencies. With the 3.5GHz channel bandwidth 

available per polarization and the re-use of frequency through spot beams, some Ka-band satellites will 

achieve 130Gbps data throughput, nearly two orders of magnitude higher than even Ku-band satellites 

can attain.  

The second constraint arises because the received signal to noise ratio must be higher as more complex 

modulation schemes are used to support higher bit rates. This requires high antenna gain – to maximise 

the EIRP when transmitting, or to maximise the capture area for received signal flux when receiving, to 

achieve the strongest possible signal strength.  

In addition, for any on-the-move terminal, there will be other constraints not related to the data rate 

that must be met. These include achieving the correct polarisation of the signal, and minimising the 

transmit sidelobe signal density to avoid interference with adjacent satellites. The system size, profile, 

and weight will also enter the design equation, given the terminal is mounted on a vehicle, plane, train, 

or ship. In addition, the terminal must clearly not only survive, but also be operable when undergoing 

severe vibration. 

At first glance, a phased-array antenna might appear the ideal antenna candidate, since electronic 

steering is conceptually appealing to partially eliminate mechanical motion. Phased array solutions can 

use a combination of mechanical steering for azimuth and electronic steering over a limited range of 

elevation angles.  
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However, there are a number of critical problems with a phased-array approach. Firstly, phased-array 

antennas with a reasonable number of elements have low gain, particularly when pointed off-axis. High 

data rates can therefore be achieved only by operating at much higher power levels than with other 

antenna solutions. Secondly, they generate significant energy outside the main lobe, and often require 

waivers to achieve certification status, which need to limit the allowable unwanted radiation that is 

transmitted via sidelobes to satellites in adjacent slots. Thirdly, most Ka-band satellites employ circular 

polarization and this is quite complex to steer and generate electronically in distributed array elements. 

Fourthly, beam squint, or the need to maintain the same pointing angle across the entire frequency 

band, limits the limits the fractional bandwidth to 5%, even for scan angles as small as 25o. Finally, at Ka-

band, the transmit (30GHz) and receive frequencies (20GHz) are a half-decade apart in frequency, so 

separate arrays would be needed to cover each frequency – arrays that would need to be synchronised 

with each other to each individually steer to within a fraction of a degree. 

 

Any broadband phased-array antenna would therefore be burdened with unacceptable compromises to 

achieve a practically useful and operational system at Ka-band.  

 

The use of a single parabolic reflector antenna overcomes these limitations. A simple, single parabolic 

reflector and horn with combined waveguide feed for both transmit and receive signals will achieve 

much higher gain, coverage of the entire bandwidth, automatic alignment of receive and transmit 

beams, and tight control of sidelobes. With such a system, it is also much easier to generate and receive 

the circularly polarized signal required of Ka-band satellites (and, with modification, a linearly polarized 

signal as well). Its disadvantages, being the need to mechanically steer the reflector, and the difficulty of 

designing a dual-band feed, have been overcome by EM Solutions through robust and precision systems 

engineering of the terminal. 

 

Figure 1 – The EM Solutions satcom-on-the-move terminal without its protective radome, 

clearly showing the parabolic reflector antenna mounted on its gimbals. 

 

System design 

A core design consideration is how to acquire, and then track the satellite. There are two broad 

approaches. The first, which is an open loop approach, is to use the known position of the geostationary 

satellite in the sky to orient the antenna, and to reorient the terminal given the terminal’s current 

heading. However, pointing accuracy to within a fraction of a degree is very difficult (and expensive) to 

achieve with an open-loop tracking system that relies solely on inertial measurement systems to steer 
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the antenna.  Furthermore, inertial measurement systems that rely on GPS measurements cannot 

account for Ka-band signal refraction through the radome, and are therefore susceptible to radome 

variations and large offset errors that also depend on the angle of incidence. 

The second, a closed-loop approach, is to track the satellite using its own transmissions. The terminal 

could, for instance, seek the orientation that maximizes the receiver signal, or satellite beacon signal, or 

some other derived signal, as in a “monopulse”.  

 

Finding the signal maximum requires mechanically scanning a conventional reflector antenna across the 

sky. Examples of mechanical scan are conical scan and step-track.  These are deployed in so-called on-

the-hop terminals, which remain stationary in operation once deployed on location. However, a 

deliberate pointing-error must be introduced to verify the maximum, and this reduces the gain and 

effective power; and it also responds too slowly for rapid vehicle motions. 

For its terminal, EM Solutions uses instead a variant of monopulse tracking, since it provides the most 

certainty and accuracy to the true direction. Monopulse systems are able to estimate the pointing-error 

without any mechanical scanning and without needing to deliberately mis-point.  Monopulse antennas 

generally use a dual feed: one feed has a normal antenna pattern, while the other internally generates a 

pattern with a sharp notch along the bore-sight.  By comparing the signals from the two feeds, the 

antenna can be precisely pointed. 

Other design considerations also had to be accounted for with a mechanically rotated system: 

 Friction, which causes the tracking mount to lose its pointing angle during vehicle motion, so the 

motors must apply torque to overcome the friction.  Too much friction within the motor and 

bearings will result in the motors having to use more power to overcome the frictional force that 

will tend to shift the antenna the same way as the underlying motion of the vehicle. This can be 

overcome by using high quality bearings and design for a balanced antenna system. 

 Balance, which is a critical factor in tracking mount design. A balanced system, where the axes 

pass through the centre of mass, will have lower power consumption and improved system 

performance.  In an unbalanced mount, linear acceleration of the vehicle will translate into 

rotational motion about the axes, forcing the motors to consume power just to maintain the 

original pointing angle.  A well balanced design can avoid this effect. 

 The “keyhole” effect, which occurs when the mount is required to track a satellite at elevation 

angles approaching 90 degrees from its base (i.e. looking straight up, as at the equator on a 

ship).  In systems using a two-axis drive, to reduce overall vertical height, the antenna cannot 

directly pass through overhead as the elevation changes. This produces a blind region until the 

antenna can completely rotate around the azimuth axis and reacquire the satellite.   

EM Solutions’ design approach to overcome these issues is to permit the antenna to point directly 

overhead, and to use a three-axis system, with a “cross-elevation” axis, to permit rotation throughout 

the entire sky. The additional degree of freedom in elevation allows direct overhead pointing with the 

base able to rotate to an optimal position.  Tracking control loops will need sufficient bandwidth on the 

azimuth axis so the antenna rotates to a new optimal position before the angle limit on the elevation 

axes is reached.  Adding the second elevation axis will slightly increase the cost and height of the 

terminal as more mechanical and control system design is required, however it will ultimately result in 

power savings and less wear on the azimuth axis.   
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The challenges do not end there. Because the platform can be travelling, the satellite beacon, used to 

generate the pointing error, suffers Doppler shift. Uncertainty in the beacon frequency is consequently 

quite large.  This is due to drift in the satellite's own local oscillator as well as the Doppler shifts caused 

by vehicle motion.  The frequency offset can be several hundred kHz, and the Doppler shift can change 

at a few kHz per second as the vehicle maneuvers.  These frequency offsets are cancelled internally by 

the system controller. 
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Applications 
Because of its precision design, EM Solutions’ SOTM terminal offers true mobility even under the most 

demanding and severe on-the-move conditions. 

In considering the suitability of a terminal for a given application, the user must consider technical 

requirements for: 

 

 Full duplex operation 

 Linear and angular acceleration 

 Stationary elevation and azimuthal range 

 Mobile elevation and azimuthal range 

 Regulatory constraints on Rx tracking and Tx pointing angle 

 Acquisition time and recovery time following blockage 

 
These are described in the technical specifications for the EM Solutions Satcom-on-the-move terminal 

given below:  

 

Full duplex operation  

Tx Frequency Band 30.0 to 31.0 GHz 

Rx Frequency Band 20.2 to 21.2 GHz 

Reflector Size 480 mm 

Tx Saturated Power 8W (4W Linear) 

G/T >12 dB/K 

EIRP 46 dBW (based on 4 Watts Tx) 

Beamwidth, 3dB Tx and Rx 1.4 degree (Tx); 2.0 degree (Rx) 

Sidelobes (Tx) Mil-Std-188-164 

Polarisation Tx and Rx LHCP or RHCP (Not Simultaneous, Factory Set) 

Axial Ratio Tx <1 dB 

Axial Ratio Rx < 1.5 dB 

Azimuth Tracking 360 degree continuous 

Elevation ± 90 degree 

Tracking Limits Tx (Inhibit) 0.8 dB (Tx) Pointing Loss (configurable) 

Tracking Limits Rx (Closed-Loop) 3 dB (Rx) Pointing Loss 

Tracking Acquisition Time < 5 minute cold start-up and while moving 
< 1 sec due to blockage (<1 min) after initial lock 
(factory configurable) 

Tracking Performance 100 km/hr Sealed Road; 20 km/hr Off-road 

IF Interface 1.0 to 2.0 GHz 

Height < 750 mm 

Diameter < 1000 mm 

Weight < 100 kg 

Power Supply Voltage and Watts 28 VDC; < 500 W Peak; < 300 W Typical 

 

Different antenna reflectors and linear power options are also available.  

 

The system is also intended for operation in other bands (C, X, and Ku bands) by interchanging the single 

central feed, LNB and BUC assembly, leaving the reflector and system mechanics unchanged. Preliminary 

engineering data is available on request.  
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Figure 2.  EM Solutions unique satellite-on-the-move terminal put through its paces atop an 

Australian Defence Force Bushmaster off-road vehicle.  

During field trials, the SOTM terminal was operated on an ADF Bushmaster off-road vehicle, as the 

vehicle was driven on main highways, suburban roads, dirt roads and off-road. The ADF Ka-band Defence 

payload segment onboard the Optus C1 Satellite was used for the testing. The link budgets achieved for 

maximum data rate and typical operation are shown below: 

  

Link Budget Parameter SOTM to Anchor Anchor to SOTM 

Maximum Data Rate   

Data Rate (kbps) 2048 8000 

Uplink EIRP (dBW) 46 70 

Downlink EIRP (%) 0.5 88 

G/T (dB/K) 32 12 

Allocated BW (%) 6 23 

Eb/No (db) 2 6 

Typical Data Rate   

Data Rate (kbps) 1024 2048 

Uplink EIRP (dBW) 46 64 

Downlink EIRP (%) <0.5 23 

G/T (dB/K) 32 12 

Allocated BW (%) 3 6 

Eb/No (db) 5 6 

 

Also of technical interest is the pointing accuracy achieved, since this determines the availability of the 

system. A typical plot of pointing error is given below during an off-road trial. Since the antenna uses a 

single reflector, both Rx and Tx beams are identically aligned. The pointing error is generally less than 0.1 

degree over a full elevation coverage, indicating near-perfect continuity of communications even in the 

most demanding motion environment. The motor power consumption is also shown, demonstrating that 

because of the mechanical balance achieved by the system, only a small component of the overall power 

budget is used for steering the antenna and maintaining lock. 
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System benefits 
Because of its precision design, EM Solutions’ SOTM terminal offers a number of significant benefits to 

the user compared with other systems: 

1. Least cost solution 

The use of closed-loop tracking on the satellite beacon signal itself removes dependency on GPS 

information to point the system, except to achieve an approximate initial alignment close to the 

correct satellite. This avoids the use of very expensive inertial navigation units required for open-

loop tracking. It also automatically corrects for any imperfections in the antenna surface, 

allowing low cost assembly. No calibration is required. EM Solutions is also a vertically integrated 

company, and produces its own BUCs and LNBs for the system, so has tight control over its 

supply chain to keep costs low. 

2. Improved performance even on marginal links 

The use of a parabolic reflector gives the highest G/T and best sensitivity of any SOTM design. 

EIRP is also maximised. Both can be upgraded by use of a larger antenna reflector option, or by 

use of a higher power BUC option. 

3. Highest availability 

Closed loop tracking results in an extremely small pointing error, and that means less down time 

even under the most severe motion conditions. In addition, perfect alignment of the receive and 

transmit pointing due to use of a single antenna with dual-band feed means that transmit power 

is never sacrificed to achieve best receive sensitivity. 
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4. Quickest re-acquire time after obstruction 

Tracking is maintained by the system during obstruction for a configurable period (default 60 

seconds), before which reacquisition is established instantly (less than 1 second) once the 

satellite re-emerges in sight. The use of a closed-loop tracking mechanism means that 

acquisition or recovery time do not have to be traded-off against pointing accuracy. 

5. Reduced maintenance 

Because the BUC and LNB are both mounted on the back of the antenna, the absence of an RF 

rotary joint allows 360 degree azimuthal tracking (subject to software configurable no-go zones) 

and lowers the maintenance requirements of the system. The low maintenance philosophy is 

further reinforced by the use of direct-drive motors to point the antenna. 

6. Flexible multi-band operation 

The multiple band coverage of a simple parabolic reflector, the absence of an RF rotary joint, 

and the mounting of the BUC and LNB directly on the antenna allow the whole RF section to be 

removed and replaced to allow C, X, Ku, as well as native Ka-band operation. Changeover time is 

minimal, and the closed-loop tracking used in the system automatically corrects for any 

alignment errors made during assembly. 

7. Easy configurability through a convenient software interface 

Configuration information, such as mechanical stops, BUC mute, and re-acquire time is set 

through a secure Web interface that controls the embedded gate array system controller. Even 

system loop bandwidths are configurable, if desired, to optimise the system for specific motion 

profiles. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3 – The SOTM terminal undergoing near-field testing in the antenna test range to meet 
WGS specifications  
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Conclusion 
 

For over 10 years, EM Solutions has been a leading supplier of Ka-Band Satcom RF ground equipment to 

both defence and commercial customers around the world. Our experience and capability includes 

developing highly integrated RF subsystems for X-, Ku- and Ka-band satcom terminals - purpose designed 

for specific customer requirements. This requires the design of planar RF and microwave circuits from 

10MHz up to 40GHz; power combining and dividing techniques; high power amplifiers and linearizers; 

low noise amplifiers; frequency synthesizers; passive modules (filters, couplers, etc.);  and waveguide 

filters. Our capability also includes failure analysis and modelling of oscillators; investigation of spurious 

signals, leakage, and ripple; low phase noise design; and phase-hit avoidance and recovery. 

Satellite communications users of EM Solutions satcom-on-the-move terminal benefit from the 

extended control of the supply chain this brings to our terminal systems, and the application of our 

extensive RF experience across both active and passive components to the terminal design. The 

technical achievements of the EM Solutions terminal, such as closed loop tracking, bring the following 

benefits to our customers: 

1. Least cost solution 

2. Improved performance even on marginal links. 

3. Highest availability 

4. Quickest re-acquire time after obstruction 

5. Reduced maintenance 

6. Flexible multi-band operation 

7. Convenient software interface 
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About EM Solutions 
 

EM Solutions is a world-leading company recognised for manufacturing technologically superior 

microwave modules and systems for next generation broadband communications.  It strives to offer 

differentiated products that embed its unique IP, and are available on demand.   

Since 1998, the company has been at the forefront in the design, engineering and manufacture of 

leading-edge products, systems, and solutions for satellite and microwave communication applications. 

EM Solutions integrates its own components such as low noise amplifiers, filters, oscillators, mixers, and 

linear power amplifiers across the entire range of microwave frequencies from L-band to Ka-band (1 to 

40 GHz) with its firmware controllers and its unique linearizers, dual-loop low phase noise frequency 

synthesisers, and power combiner technology to produce integrated LNB (receiver) and BUC 

(transmitter) modules.  These sophisticated components form the core RF subsystems used in 

broadband telecommunications services, primarily in microwave terrestrial and satellite links, or in other 

applications such as radar, radio-astronomy, and remote sensing. At Ka-band, they achieve state-of-the 

art power density and performance and are used in low noise receivers and solid state high power radio 

transmitters by defence and commercial customers around the world. 

EM Solutions customer base includes more than 200 of the largest systems integrators and 

telecommunications companies from around the world. The company is an accredited supplier to the 

Australian Defence Force and its quality system is ISO-9001 certified.  The company prides itself on its 

ability to deliver as promised, and assigns a customer project manager for all orders to anticipate 

customer needs, mitigate risks, communicate project status, and exceed expectations. Recognising the 

uncertainty faced by its customers during system integration, EM Solutions offers system-level design 

checking and validation, and a guarantee that its RF components will work as needed in the end system. 

This unique customer promise reduces risk and shares responsibility for overall system-level 

performance.  

Because EM Solutions is vertically integrated, it is able to respond nimbly and confidently to specialist 

customer requests. It houses one of the world’s most experienced active and passive Ka-Band satcom 

microwave and RF engineering design teams with deep microwave, electromagnetics, digital, control 

systems, telecommunications, and industrial design experience. Its most sophisticated and world-leading 

systems, such as its Ka-band satellite “on-the-move” terminal, or Ku-band 1Gbps microwave radio link, 

are testament to the company’s expertise in developing complex systems that also integrate multi-

frequency antenna feeds, digital signal processing, filtering and demodulation, and firmware and 

mechanical control subsystems.  

The company is currently delivering on contracts for the supply of its SOTM terminal to the Australian 

Defence Force (Land Capability Development Group) and to Japan’s NICT telecommunications agency. 

The terminal has passed Phase II WGS certification and is currently awaiting Phase III trials. 


